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express my deep appreciation to the teachers who unselfishly dedicated themselves in facilitating

the peace classroom. They served as translators, evaluators and even “caretakers” for the

students. Regardless of the sleepless nights, they ably provided assistance and feedback to the

resource persons and the other teachers. 

My deepest gratitude should also go to the resource persons who persistently lead and

guided the classes. They were instrumental in developing the teaching modules. The evaluation

and advice that they provided in the overall organization of the effort are tremendously valuable.

Special mention should be given to Dr. Priscilla Puamau for her participation in finalizing

the programme a week before the camp. My heartfelt thanks also to Chiang Mai YMCA, GTZ in

Sri Lanka and PRIDE Project for the administrative and financial support they provided.

And lastly, I would like to extend my sincerest admiration to the students who energetically

participated and showed great enthusiasm throughout the programme. It was heartening to

know that this was the first overseas travel for all the students, yet they were able to maintain

their stamina notwithstanding the long journey they experienced.

Our desire to empower people in the region through education does not end and should

not stop here. The establishment of a model peace classroom will soon be a reality. Let us all rise

to the challenge and build the necessary mechanism to attain a peaceful world.

Kang Dai-Geun
Director of APCEIU

Preface

The immense potential of the Asia-Pacific region to develop and broaden Education for

International Understanding (EIU) has always been beset by impediments in promoting it in the

current school environment or in the educational setting in this region. Recognizing the need to

motivate and encourage teachers to practice and apply EIU in the classroom, the Asia-Pacific

Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU) has been continuously developing

curriculums and teaching modules.    

In line with these continuing efforts, the Centre is trying to develop a model peace

classroom that will be applicable in the Asia-Pacific region. To realize this endeavor, a camp for

Development of a Model Peace Classroom was held from 2 to 5 August 2005 in Icheon, Republic

of Korea. This was the Centre’s first experiment involving students in a research effort.

The event was a success, thanks to all the support from the participants. First, let me



1. Introduction

The Asia-Pacific region has great potential to develop and enlarge Education for International

Understanding (EIU). However, in many parts of the region, promotion of EIU towards a Culture

of Peace is often frustrated by prevailing inhospitable school environment or educational setting.

In order to practice EIU in daily school life, APCEIU is working to develop a model Peace

Classroom.

APCEIU organized a camp for “Development of a Peace Classroom Model” in its Icheon-

UNESCO Culture Centre on 2-5 August 2005. The programme was aimed at exploring a peace

class together with teachers and students; investigating physical requirements for a Peace

Classroom; developing a deeper understanding of “Others”; and learning non-verbal

communication skills.

Nine students (from grades 6 to 9), four teachers, and three resource persons from four

countries participated in the

camp. There were two

students and one teacher

each from Thailand and Sri

Lanka; one student and one

teacher from Fiji; and four

students and one teacher

from Republic of Korea.  

The development of the

Peace Classroom is a new

initiative of APCEIU. By

bringing in actual students as

participants in the develop-ment process, the model Peace Classroom adds ano-ther valuable

contribution to the teaching of EIU. Over the next three to four years, APCEIU will further

develop and extend experimental trials of the peace education module in the whole Asia-Pacific

region. Based on what is learned from this initiative, APCEIU will begin building actual Peace

Classrooms in the region as part of its medium- and long-term plans.
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Ms. Phattranit Thongkham, 14 years old, The Prince’s Royal College, Thailand
“I have learned a new vocabulary related to peace here in the Peace Classroom for 4 days: ‘friendship’, ‘love’,
‘sacrifice’, and ‘tolerance’, etc. I think peace is needed for ourselves and other peoples”



2. The Setting

2.1. The Intention

APCEIU has a mandate on teacher training in the field of EIU and has conducted several teacher

training workshops over five years since its inauguration in 2000, with the participation of more

than 80 teachers from 37 UNESCO Member States in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Marking its second leap phase, APCEIU planned to investigate the effectiveness of the

teacher trainings in peace education. The Centre intended to examine how the teachers who

were trained by APCEIU effectively apply their learning to daily life in the classroom. The

programme also aimed to investigate the actual interaction and dynamics between teachers and

students and the most favorable physical conditions for the Peace Classroom. 

Consequently we want our children, the new generation, to have peace in their minds, to

develop capacities for preventing conflict, and to promote the peaceful way of life. With this goal

in mind, APCEIU designed this activity as an experiment with children as participants in the

investigation.

In summary, APCEIU created the experimental setting to investigate how the peace class

will be implemented in a real classroom with teachers and students; how teaching interacts with

learning; how students deal with conflict in the classroom; and what is the most effective

physical condition for the Peace Classroom.

This programme becomes a follow-up study to APCEIU teacher training workshop, leading

toward the development of the Peace Classroom. After three to four years the Centre will

broaden the scope as an ecological approach for EIU embodied in the multilayered context of an

educational system that enables individual transformations facilitated by optimal classroom

conditions, school climate, and social atmosphere that foster a Culture of Peace.

2.2. Physical Requirements

How would you feel if you have to learn about peace under oppressive circumstances and

through tyrannical means? Why should the classroom setting be staged as if to monitor the

students? Sometimes, we feel that desks hinder close relationships among students and between
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“Peace is not a bunch of knowledge but a way of life. Peace is not a result but a process” 
- a resource person in the Peace Classroom



students and teachers. APCEIU tried to

remove all obstacles to peaceful living in the

classroom.

We rearranged the classroom. First of all,

we took all the desks and chairs out of the

classroom and laid a carpet and soft sofas in

order for the students and teachers to feel

more comfortable and relaxed in the

classroom. We believed that sitting closer on

the floor and walking around barefoot could

make our body peaceful and relaxed. 

Next, we decorated the walls with

colored fabric and white cloth in order for the

students to exhibit their performance during

the classes. In most classrooms, the walls are

filled with school regulations and displays of

excellent achievements by only a limited

number of students. However in the Peace

Classroom, we wanted all students to have

their own spaces for exhibiting their

achievements and a chance to share it with

other students. They were given a chance to

freely draw and scribble to show their

feelings and ideas. 

Lastly, we arranged the classroom in

such a way that it would be possible for the

students to study in different corners of the

classroom. For instance, we assigned different

corners for architectural practice, an area for

refreshments, a reading corner for story and

picture books and an internet cafe for

researching materials during class. A bedroom

corner was also provided for taking a rest.

The students were given the freedom to use

all corners of the classroom. 
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▲Exhibition Zone: “How expressive we can be”
▼Resource Zone: “How imaginative we can be”

▲Multi-Media Zone: ”How informative we can be”
▼”How peaceful we can be”



2.3. Programme Setting

APCEIU conducted preparatory meetings eight times with teachers and resource persons in order

to design and conceptualize the programme for four months before the camp. 

The sessions were organized into three interrelated but distinct themes: 1) self-awareness for

developing inner peace through fine arts and games, 2) intercultural understanding through food,

costume, and music, and 3) co-existing in harmony through games and physical activities.

In order to get an updated and quick feedback for the next day’s activities, teachers and

resource persons were requested to write a daily journal about their observations and comments

to the facilitators. Moreover, a meeting was held every night for the teachers, resource persons

and organizers to share their views and insights of what transpired during the day. In this way,

their concerns and comments were relayed to each other which eventually helped improve the

programme. 

During the first meeting before the camp, minimal regulations in the classroom were

imposed. For instance: 1) Do not pressure the students to finish the work given in the class; 2)

Do not force the students to use English; 3) Do not interrupt the students in order to give the

teacher’s ideas; and 4) Holding teachers’ and resource persons’ meeting after dinner. 
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2.4. Warming Up

A day before the camp, APCEIU held an

informal gathering with participants from

Thailand and Republic of Korea, two resource

persons, four UNESCO-APCEIU Fellows who

would be observers of the camp and APCEIU

staff. The participants from Fiji and Sri Lanka

joined late in the evening due to their late

flight schedule. 

The Thai and Korean student partici-

pants decorated the Peace Classroom where

they would live for the next four days. In the

welcoming dinner, all the participants introduced themselves and showed their motivation and

expectations for the camp. 

Including late arrivals from Fiji and Sri Lanka, all of the participants looked tense which

signified their excitement and at the same time their high expectations for the camp. Even

though they were exhausted from their long journey, they found time to know each other. We

heard sounds of laughter from the students’ room. Their youth made it easy to build bridges

between them, even though they could not easily communicate with each other. 

In the early morning of the 1st day of the camp, student participants gathered to do ice-

breaking and physical exercise led by APCEIU staff while the teacher participants and resource

persons held a preparatory meeting. 
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▲Teachers and Resource persons meetings were held every evening for
evaluation and preparation.

▲Student participants pre-paring and decorating the material box for the Peace Classroom.



Ms. Heuiyeon Kim, 13 Years old, Sang-pae Elementary School, Republic of Korea
“Every activity was interesting in the Peace Classroom. More interesting but a bit hard was expressing my own idea
about Peace. On the first day, it felt tough because of poor language communication, but on the last day, I can easily
and quickly understand what friends want to do in team work.”
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Mr. Semi Tikoigau, 18 years old, Nabua Secondary School, Fiji
“I would like to provide the experience here in the Peace Classroom in my area in Fiji when I go back to my country”



3.  Day1: Getting into the Peace Classroom

●●● Peace Photo

●●● Send Myself a Post Card

●●● “Who I Am”

●●● “What Do We Have in Common”

●●● “Life Line”

●●● Peace Education with Art (I): Gathered to Become One

●●● Cultural Understanding Workshop: “Playing a Musical Instrument”



●●● Peace Photo

Usually a camera lens reflects our

perspectives. A photograph can tell us

what we have seen and felt. In the

Peace Classroom, we made the students

reflect on their own perspective and

compare it with others' through photos. 

One, two, three... “Peace.”

Students with a Polaroid camera in their

hands were deeply engaged in taking

photos of each other. “Let me see, let me

see!” and sounds of laughter filled the

classroom as students shared their photos. For most students meeting different nationalities of

their age, it is not an easy task to get to know each other. This activity allowed them not to pay

too much attention to language but to use nonverbal skills. All the students were engaged in the

same activity and goal. This created an environment where students could openly share their

diverse perspectives and angles through the lens of a camera.
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■ Introduction

This activity intends to understand not only oneself but

also others through taking pictures. Understanding

others using visual methods will enable the students

to see differences and similarities among each other

and at the same time appreciate and respect their

uniqueness.

■ Goals

Acknowledge the idea of the differences and be

more open minded.

Recognize that the same things and events may be

viewed differently. 

Appreciate and respect the differences.  

■ Materials 

Polaroid camera

10 rolls of film

photo albums

■ Activities - 40 minutes

1. Instruct the students how to use the Polaroid

camera. When taking pictures, the camera should

be held tightly. 

2. Ask them to take a picture of their friend and then

compare each other’s photos. Instruct the students

to take a photo of one object from different angles.   

3. Make an album of the pictures that have been taken

everyday. Use various art tools to decorate your

album. Make sure to write down the place, time and

feelings of the students when they took the photos.

■ Helpful Tips

Make sure that students take only 5-6 pictures per day

and compare their work with each other. Emphasize

that this activity is more than just taking pictures, but

more importantly, to appreciate and understand each

other’s different way of thinking.  

Activity led by Mr. Yong-Sock Chang 

◀Mr. Yong-Sock Chang showing students how
to use a camera

▲Students carefully listening to instructions



●●● Send Myself a Post Card

This activity was designed to make the students reflect upon what they had expected from the

beginning and evaluated at the final point in the camp. It was a kind of self evaluation. The

postcards that the students wrote were sent to their home countries. On the final day, students

unexpectedly exchanged their impressions with friends who wrote down some words on friends’

postcards. It showed how much they got closer to each other through the camp.      
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■ Introduction 

This activity aims to make the students remember the

lessons learned and experienced in the camp. It is

designed for the students not to forget the concepts

and ideas presented in camp.  

■ Goals 

Inspire the students to actively behave and think

about the purpose of the camp. 

Remember the purpose and meaning of the camp

even after the event. 

■ Materials 

2-3 postcards per student

pens and colored pencils  

other art and writing materials to decorate the

postcards

■ Activities - 50 minutes

1. Show various kinds of postcards to students. Give

two postcards per student for them to freely

decorate. 



●●● “Who I Am”

The students introduced themselves using their traditional

dances and songs. Then they created their own exhibition

zone on the wall with body shapes. The students formed a

team of 2-3 persons and drew their friends’ body outline on

the wall. They were provided with their own space for writing

their impressions and to scribble anything during the camp.

The body shapes space was filled up with friends’ notes,

drawings, pictures and signature. When the body shape was

filled, the students would find “another self” on the last day of

the camp. 

At first, students were hesitant to draw friends’ body

outlines due to not enough time to get familiar with each

other. However, with a student taking an interesting pose, the

atmosphere was changed, became more comfortable. After

that the students took various poses and enjoyed drawing body outlines. At end of camp, they

took them off the wall and brought them home for precious memory.
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2. The teachers will guide them to use simple

drawings to decorate the postcards. The teachers

will then introduce each one’s postcards.

3. The students will present their own postcards and

at the same time reveal their expectations of the

camp. 

4. After the students’ presentations, the teacher

should send the postcards to each student’s

country.

■ Helpful Tips

Teachers must perform the listed activities above on

the very first step of the camp and again on the last

day of camp. 

On the first day, students should write about their

expectations of the camp, and on the last day they

should write about what they have gained and felt

throughout the whole experience. 

Thus students can compare their thinking before

the camp and after the camp.

Give out more postcards if students want more than

one.

▲Semi Tikoigau from Fiji introducing himself by
dancing.
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■ Introduction 

This activity intends to have students introduce

themselves to each other and get to know one

another, and at the same time initiate the first step of

understanding each other. This was designed to

provide the students new ways and methods of looking

at things, see them objectively and understand them

more. 

■ Goals 

To get to know each other by breaking the ice at first

meeting. 

To understand each other without using language. 

To find out more about oneself through other

people’s perspectives.

■ Materials 

a piece of white cloth 

colored markers 

name pen 

acrylic colors 

■ Activities - 40 minutes

1. Every student will put a white cloth on the wall.

Then they introduce themselves in front of the class

by stating their country, hobbies, likes and dislikes

and the reasons for participating in the camp.   

2. Students group themselves by 2-4 participants.

After grouping, they draw the outline of each other’s

body shape on the cloth. While one student is

standing against the white cloth, the others should

draw the outline of his/her body using various

colors.  

3. After listening to their friends’ introduction, they can

write their feelings about each other on the white

cloth. The empty space of the body shape will be

filled with the various results of the section such as

pictures, drawings, images, and words. At the end of

the day, they will take their own cloth to their home

and reflect on what is written on it. 

■ Helpful Tips

1. Students might hesitate writing in English since it is

not their first language. But this activity doesn’t

▲Komkrich Issarachinda and Phattranit Thongkham from Thailand dance
to introduce themselves. 

▼Nilushi Karunamuni from Sri Lanka: another self-introducion by dance. 

▲Hyerim Jeong and Jinsun Choi from Korea render a song to
introduce themselves.



Body shapes on the last day of the camp
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require excellent English skills. They can express

their feelings in their own language. Students will

become friendlier and understand each other’s

differences through this program. 

2. Students will be given an opportunity to know other

people’s opinion about them so they can understand

more about themselves and consider other people’s

point of view. 

Activity led by Mr. Yong-Sock Chang

▲Drawing a mate’s body shape on the wall.
▼Filling in their own or friends’ body shapes with names, nicknames,

drawings and pictures

Body shapes on the last day of the camp



●●● What Do We Have in Common?

This activity was designed to deepen

understanding of others and other cultures

through comparing our natural feelings about

pleasure-displeasure and favorite-unfavorite. 

All the students really enjoyed this

activity and showed their amazing talent in

expressing themselves with drawings. They

were delighted to discover their similarities

despite differences in nationalities, race and

language. 

For the question of “What is your most unfavorite thing?” some students drew “a weapon, a

pistol, a tank, quarreling” and others expressed “ghost and rain” and especially Korean students

wrote “school violation and peer pressure.” After finishing linking the similarities with string, the

facilitator put emphasis on the things that were not linked with strings, i.e., no similarity among

the group, as well as linked things.   

Using a yellow background, red woolen strings linking the common things between

students formed a kind of bridge between their minds. It made a work of art in itself. 
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▶Dr. Gerhard Huck explaining the
mechanics of the activity.

Body shapes on the last day of the camp
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■ Introduction

This game intends to provide an opportunity for

students with different cultural backgrounds to get to

know and understand each other better. Based on this

process they are expected to deal with each other in a

constructive way. 

■ Goals

Understand one’s own cultural background better.

Learn about each other’s likes and dislikes.

Get to know each other better.

■ Materials

work sheets with a coat of arms subdivided into four

sections

colored felt pens

woolen thread

soft board

needles and pins

■ Activities - 60 minutes

1. Every student receives a work sheet with a coat of

arms subdivided into four sections. These four

empty sections are to be filled by the students with

pictures/drawings and words in their mother

tongue.

2. The resource person supported by the teachers

provides information as how to fill the empty

sections.

The following ideas to fill the four empty sections will

be given:

My favorite subject in school 

If I was an animal I would like to be ...

My favorite color

What (not whom) I do not like

3. Students are filling out the four empty sections of

the provided coat of arms based on the four

questions according to their likes and dislikes. 

4. The filled coat of arms are pasted on the wall close

to each other. Every student looks at all the

drawings and tries to find similarities. If he/she

discovers similarities they should be connected with

a woolen thread. The result would be a network of

individuality and group formation.

▲Filling in the boxes of the work
sheet.

▼Linking common things
between worksheets with red
string. ▲The result of the activity.

■ Helpful tips

The resource person and the teachers should assist in

finding out whether there have been any similarities

and differences. Did anybody discover a coat of arms

that was similar to his/her own ones? 

Activity led by Dr. Gerhard Huck

Adapted from 

Faller, K.; Kerntke, W.; Wackmann, M.: Konflikte selber

loesen (Solve conflicts on your own). Muehlheim/Ruhr, 1996



●●● “Life Line”

In this activity, students drew

their “Life Line” in pairs and

eagerly explained it to their

partner. A student explaining a

critical event with body

language even hit her head on

the floor. They expressed their

significant event in certain

ages as having a younger

sibling, entering school,

moving house and getting

injured, etc. Through this

activity they observed, what

was different and what was similar with their partners? Most of all students from outside Korea

indicated that participation in this camp was one of most significant events in their lives.
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▲Students drawing and explaining their life lines in pairs.

■ Introduction

This game intends to provide an opportunity for

students with different cultural backgrounds to get to

know and understand each other better, even by non-

verbal communication. Based on this process they are

expected to deal with each other in a constructive way. 

■ Goals

Understand others and one’s own life and cultural

background better.

Find out how much communication is possible

without knowing each other’s language through

non-verbal communication.

Get to know each other better.

Realize the differences between diverse cultures.

■ Materials

work sheets with space for two names and a life line

from 0 to 16 

colored felt pens

soft board

needles and pins
▲Creating their life lines 
▼Receiving a query during the couple’s presentation 
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■ Activities - 60 minutes

1. Students are grouped in pairs representing different

cultural backgrounds, i.e. bi-national pairs. The two

partners will try to explain each other’s different

crucial situations, incidents and experiences of their

life. They should only use their mother tongue (using

one’s mother tongue normally makes body language

easier).

2. Every pair receives a working sheet. Each of the two

students can use half of the working sheet. The

resource person supported by the teachers assists

in completing the life line.

The following ideas to fill the life line will be given:

date and place of birth 

brothers and sisters

school (kindergarten, primary, secondary),

hobbies

extra-curricular activities

changing homes, travel

accidents

friendships

3. Students (one at a time) draw crucial situations,

incidents and experiences of their life into half of the

working sheet, supported by their partner using

body language. 

4. After completing the life line worksheet they will be

one by one pinned on a soft board and each student

explains his partner’s life line based on the

drawings. 

5. Finally, the whole peace class discusses the

following questions with the assistance of the

resource person and the teachers:

Did the two partners understand each other

completely?

How much effort did they exert to understand each

other?

How intensive was the non-verbal communication

of the two partners?

What were your feelings when you could not use a

common language as means of communication?

■ Helpful tips

Participants will realize that nonverbal communication

is possible up to a certain extent. But profound

intercultural learning can only be achieved by using

verbal communication. What we have seen, what we

have perceived and what we have interpreted ask for

verbal explanation and discussion. Effective

intercultural learning without language is an illusion. 

Activity led by Dr. Gerhard Huck

Adapted from: 

Rademacher, H.; Wilhelm, M.: Interkulturelle Spiele fuer die

Klassen 5 bis 10 (Intercultural Games for Grades 5 to 10).

Cornelsen, 2005▲The outcome of the couple’s “Life Line”



●●● Peace Education with Art (I): Gathered to Become One 

“Can you feel the ink touching your palm and the warmth of teacher’s hand touching the back of

your hand?” The instructor helped the students in making hand prints on peace messages to

make the students feel that they are supported and taken care of. The teacher’s hand touching

the back of the student’s hand signified the assurance of her support. The activity required lots of

cooperative efforts among students to create a giant peace fish. While the students were doing

their own work, they do not have any idea of what the outcome will be. After palm printing,

participants individually wrote a prayer for peace on the colored paper which made up each

scale of a big fish. 

Divided into two groups, students took to the task of crafting the head and tail of the fish

with passion. While the students were engaged in making up the parts of the fish with their

individual works, teachers and resource persons finalized the rest of the head and tail of the fish.

After the fish was made, students cried out with joy and took photos in front of the collective

work they have done in the camp. The fish was posted on the ceiling the next day to show the

cooperative spirit and team ethics of participants in the camp.
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■ Introduction  

The concept of anthropology for multicultural

education handles daily problems in the context of

community; therefore, there must be “Community

Centered Education.” Community centered education

or multicultural education can be defined as “the

process of developing one’s own ability in a multi-

system by evaluating, trusting and perceiving oneself.”

Students need to learn how to respect and appreciate

other people’s opinions in community centered

education. Students affirm their identity as they solve

day-to-day problems in their lives.

■ Goals  

To develop an open mind and understand different

cultures. 

To foster cooperation among all the participants

including resource persons, teachers and APCEIU

staff.

To realize and understand equality and respect

individuality.

To understand the various meanings of peace.   

▲A student gets his hands stained with black ink
▼And then he does palm printing on colored papers
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■ Materials 

Several colored papers, wet tissue, a rectangular tray,

a big towel, a sponge, black poster color, colored

papers for both sides, a glue, a naming pen, 3 white

vellum papers. 

1st step: Bring out many different colored papers

and cut them into half size. 

2nd step: Cut 1/3 parts into half-circles shaped like

the picture above. 

3rd step: Repeat 1 and 2 steps to make many

imbricate-shapes. 

(Use many different colored papers as possible.)

■ Activities 

Step 1: Make an arrangement to the classroom. 

Push two tables together into a rectangular shape.

This activity should be done cooperatively. 

Leave some spaces for the palm printings after

making imbricate-shapes. 

Step 2: 

Explain today’s activity.(-20 min.) / -Break time.(-10 min.)

Show some other works related to peace. For

example, wall paintings, public figures, cooperative

paintings, etc. 

Explain and show pictures of the procedure, then

start producing the art work.

Glue imbricate-shapes together to make one big

fish shape.

Put a towel into a rectangular tray and pour some

water into the tray and mix with some black poster

color to make lots of black ink.

Make many imbricate-shaped colored papers.

a) Students write their names and peace messages

on their favorite imbricate-shaped colored papers. 

b) Students make palm printings on imbricate-shape

colored papers after writing their peace messages as

shown below.

c) Dry out the palm printings. 

Make big head and tail shapes for the big fish-figure

by using colored paper for both sides. 

Complete the fish figure with the head and tail

shapes. 

Art impression 

After finishing the art work, students write about what

they have learned and felt during this activity. Then

they discuss their art work and appreciate each other. 

■ Helpful tips  

1. Cooperate with each other during the whole activity. 

2. Teachers should guide students to make sure they

are doing each of their duties in the right way and

not getting distracted by talking to each other. 

Activity led by Ms. Ji-Young Kim 

▲Creating a big fish using palm prints



●●● Cultural Understanding Workshop: “Playing a Musical Instrument”

Performed and led by “Han So Rae”  

The percussion is one of the common

musical instruments in the world. The sound

of the percussion is usually described as an

analogy of the heartbeat. Even though we

have different faces, skin color, language and

religion, all of us have the heartbeat in com-

mon.

At first, two performances were

presented: 1) “Binari” means wishing all of

the people good fortune, and 2) “Samdo

Poolmul Garak” composed of major rhythms of different areas of Korea. It means people from

different areas in the world can feel oneness and connectedness. 

After the performance, the student participants learned how to play the instruments. The

students from outside Korea played to their own rhythm using Korean traditional musical

instruments.  
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▲“Han So Rae”performing Korean traditional music.

▲Performing improvised music together.
▼Learning how to play the musical instruments.



Ms. Nilushi Karunamuni, 16 years old, R/Ferguson High School, Sri Lanka
“When I am alone I do not feel peace. I am participating in the Peace Classroom programme to get much more
experience about how different peoples live and are happy. And I wish peace to be all around the world.”



4. Day 2:Peace Education with Art and Intercultural
Understanding

●●● Peace Education with Art (II): Art Education and Peace Project Approach

●●● Learning Peace with a Song: Make a Peace Classroom Song Together

●●● Costume as a Bridge to Explore Culture

●●● “Lucky Bowl”

●●● “Intercultural Arithmetic”



●●● Peace Education with Art (II): Art Education and Peace Project Approach

Not only images of peace but images of violence all together create a personal story, telling of

“How I Understand Peace.”

Understanding peace through visual images and mind-mapping was a challenging task for

the students. Some students had experience in mind-mapping and logical thinking exercise and

others did not. With help from teachers on the concept of mind-mapping and by sharing their

thoughts on what visual image can represent peace, students were able to focus on looking for

visual images that match their concept of peace and conflict. However, due to time constraints,

students could not fully engage in collecting data from printed materials to explore what kind of

unexpected visual images they can apply in their mind-mapping. 

When students were asked what reasons were behind their selection of visual images,

answers varied according to which logical sequence students located the images to map a bigger

picture. Students also observed that culture, social norms and education have been labeling

stereotyped images of peace and conflict. Therefore, students were able to explore what similar

peaceful images they were familiar with and what different images disturbed them.
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■ Introduction  

The importance of providing education on

understanding cultural differences is to form one’s

value and attitude for Integration Education. Peace

education, after all, starts from questioning ‘who am I’

and respecting others’ opinion as well as their culture.

But it is difficult to make children understand the

concept of ‘peace’ or ‘peace education’ as well as

learn and experience the importance of peace in their

lives. However, children can easily understand the

concept of peace versus the symbols of war, such as

guns and bullets. Also what is easily forgotten in the

process of understanding other people’s culture is

that they might feel the world they experience is

everything. Therefore, this peace class should carry

out its agenda by helping children to receive education

that would help them understand cultural differences

throughout the world. Also, it should aim for children

(who will lead our future) to take an interest in art

activities as well as recollecting and discussing the

meaning of peace by providing various kinds of images

and viewpoints. ▲Collecting the data from material corner for the image-map
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invest time and effort. This class is not for students

to learn passively by working on an art theme that is

given by a teacher. Students should work actively

from the beginning process (forming images) to

making and completing the art work. Teachers

should never intervene, even if there appears to be

some problem. They can only help children when

they have problems communicating with one

another. Therefore, teachers should give children

enough information and data on peace, so that they

can work on their own.   

2. Making a video clip 

a) Material that contains nonverbal, visual images. 

b) Content that is easily understood and

approachable for kids. 
(Ex: animation, cartoon, etc)

c) Video clip that has running time of 15-20 mins.  

3. Classroom environment 

a) Organized data should be placed on a table where

students can easily approach it. 

b) Place various kinds of art materials on the table. 

c) Prepare a place to exhibit children’s art work. 

d) Prepare audio-visual materials to watch video

clips. 

4. Art materials 

Various kinds of materials 

Colored papers, magazines, fabrics, poster color,

acrylic color, scissor, glue, pastel, crayon, color pens,

pens, brush, hard papers, and clays, etc. 

1st Class.    Image mapping.   (2 hours)

■ Introduction - Keep Time Allocation 

1st step: Explain today’s activity. (10 min.)

Introduce new art method and explain it to the class. 

Teacher’s prologue : Today, we are going to draw an

art-peace map. We are going to find out what you

think about peace and how you live with peace by

analyzing the chart that shows the gap in your

knowledge about peace. After that you are going to

watch the video clip for a few minutes. When you

finish drawing these maps, you will easily be able to

find the images of peace that you’ve always been

thinking of.  

■ Goals  

After watching some images and videos, children

will be divided into three groups. They will talk about

peace and do some mind-mapping. 

Throughout this activity, children will research the

theme and choose materials for the theme for

themselves. 

Through interdisciplinary education, children will

have the opportunity to gain interest in figurative art

and recollect the meaning of peace. 

Then they will talk about the main subject and make

an alternative measure by themselves. 

■ Materials 

Nursery book, newspaper article, international topic

article, children’s art, works of international artists,

photographs, posters, magazines, letters, diary, poem,

etc. 

■ Activities  

1. Gathering data 

In order to utilize modern art, teachers should
▲Students working on image-mapping using various materials.
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education in postmodernism encourages students to

re-organize concepts and facts in their own way. It

also puts emphasis on the importance of students

forming their own knowledge. 

Activity led by Ms. Ji-Young Kim

make different kinds of image maps. 

6th step: Observe other group’s maps. Organize

visual data related to art work. (10 min.)

■ Helpful Tips 

The characteristics of knowledge in current

information society is much influenced by

postmodernism. Art is part of a cultural phenomenon

and postmodernism philosophy is understood in the

same context as cultural relativism. Cultural

relativism means understanding culture based upon

the cultural background. So cultural relativism

emphasizes the diversity or multi-formity that can be

found in every culture. When we take this proposition,

art education refers to “understanding the global

world.” Understanding the global world through art

plays a positive role because it helps children to have

an international viewpoint through art. 

Instrumentalism can help children understand their

own identity and other cultural attitudes and values. 

Various cultural art education include “cross cultural

understanding” and “bicultural education.” Thus

Provide various kinds of maps. 

(ladder-type map, diagram, human model. etc.)

2nd step: Watch video clip related to peace

education. (20min.)

Teachers should create an environment where

children can focus on video clips. 

3rd step: Write down a few things that they are

impressed about right after watching the video clips.

(10 min.)

Write right after watching the video clip. 

4th step: Divide into groups. (4-5 people each) (10

min.) 

Find the common theme through discussion 

■ Development - Making image maps 

5th step: Make an image map with selected themes

and data that were placed on tables. (60 min.)

a) Make full use of the each student’s writings on

the video clips. 

b) Teachers should observe how each group is

doing. They should also provide various kinds of

art material as well as data, so that children can

▲Phattranit Thongkham and Heuiyeon Kim discussing on their team’s
imagemap.



●●● Learning Peace with a Song: Make a Peace Classroom Song Together 

Composing and singing a song was designed to encourage mutual understanding among

different cultures in ways similar to percussion, costume, food and fine art. Music serves as an

instrument to communicate with each other and to open one’s mind.

Singing together opened students’ mind to each other and brought harmony into the group.

Singing in their mother languages with traditional customs encouraged students to become more

expressive and open to other friends. Students loved to see and hear the cultural diversity in the

Asia-Pacific region. They also appreciated their friends’ effort in bringing intercultural

understanding through songs. Although the songs were in individual mother tongues students

were able to capture the sense of a song as explanation on the song was given before the actual

singing. Singing provided a great opportunity to overcome the language barrier and fear of other

languages. 

A theme song named “Peace Classroom Song” was translated into five languages, and

became the favorite song of the participants. It contributed much to an atmosphere of harmony

and at the same time served as a basic element to create a peaceful environment for the Peace

Classroom. 
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■ Introduction

This lesson continues the process of providing

opportunities for students from different cultural

backgrounds to get to know and understand each

other better using the medium of song. Participants

will not only participate by singing a song from their

countries but will also be involved in developing a song

reflecting a “peace classroom” that will become the

theme song of the camp. 

■ Goals 

The goals of the lesson are for students to:

(i) Learn to appreciate each other by listening to songs

sung by different participants in their own language;

(ii) Experience how music contributes to intercultural

understanding by being an active participant in the

process;

(iii) Describe in words from their mother tongue what

peace feels, looks and sounds like in a classroom or

school;

(iv) Compose a song of what a peace classroom should

be; and

▲Students from Thailand singing a peace song in their mother tongue.
▼Dr. Priscilla Puamau facilitating the session and students singing Peace

Classroom song all together.
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(b) Development/Body (75 minutes)

Step 1: Getting to know each other through song (15

minutes)

Each pair will need: two sheets of large paper and a

set of colored pens. The teacher participants and

other resource people will be asked to assist.

Each member will take turns to explain to his/her

partner what song he/she will sing and what the

song is about. They can either communicate this

verbally and/or via drawings/diagrams by using the

paper and colored pens provided. This will foster

intercultural understanding through closer

interactions between pairs of students. (10 minutes)

Then they sing to each other (5 minutes). The

exchange of ideas regarding each song and singing

to each other is intended for each person to

appreciate the other better by listening carefully and

interacting. It is also a way of helping them to relax

while getting to know another person better. 

Step 2: Composing Peace Classroom song (1 hour)

Explain that each group will prepare their version of

a Peace Classroom song in their own language

Class to make a collective decision on the tune for

the song 

Divide participants into 4 country groups - teachers

included

Distribute colored pens, different colors of vanguard

sheets, scissors and glue.

Using their own language, each group is to work

collaboratively as a team to describe their view of

what a peace classroom should feel, look and sound

like. The students can begin their work by

answering the following questions:

A peaceful classroom is .......

A peaceful classroom feels like...

A peaceful classroom should be.....

My peace classroom will have the following

qualities or characteristics: 

Concepts/words are built up on a large sheet of

paper. 

The group will then use the words and work them to

the tune already decided by the whole class (4 lines).

The verse needs to be written down on a large sheet

of paper in the mother tongue and placed on the

(v) Practice singing the camp theme song.

■ Materials and Equipment

Newsprint/vanguard sheets

Colored pens/colored sheets (5 sets)

CD player (to play some background music from different

countries while activities are on)

Computer/multimedia(photos/PowerPoint presenta-

tion)

Organ if available

Guitar if available

■ Activities - 90 minutes

(a) Introduction (10 minutes)

Introduce lesson: explain goals and tasks. 

Ask Fiji participant to sing a song in his language -

as an example. Before he does this, he or the

teacher should explain to the class what the song is

about, why he chose the song, etc.

Divide class into pairs from different cultural groups

to prepare them for Activity 1.

wall for all to see.

Everyone sings the peace classroom song together

several times. This will become the theme song of

the peace camp.

(c) Conclusion (5 minutes)

The last 5 minutes will be spent clearing and cleaning

the room. 

Activity led by Dr. Priscilla Puamau



●●● Costume as a Bridge to Explore Culture

Understanding traditional costume is a gate to

explore history, culture and environment of a

nation. Also, it enables students to think

about the changes of modern lifestyle and the

use of traditional costume in their daily lives.

Most of the students said that they only wear

traditional costumes on special occasions as it

is difficult to behave properly in the modern

lifestyle. Others commented that since no one

in school wears traditional costumes it is

weird to wear it instead of a school uniform.

However, students believed that traditional costumes represent the national identity and it is

valuable to appreciate its beauty and significance. 

Students participated in the game of “Which Country’s Costume Is It” with Ms. Chantalay’s

instruction. Students showed very limited knowledge about the traditional costumes and the

lesson made them recognize that the traditional costume is a way to understand different

cultures.
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♪

♬
▲Participants from Fiji introducing their costumes.

Sung to the tune of “You are my sunshine, my only
sunshine”. 

TRANSLATION

Sri Lanka

Share peace and give happiness

Bring harmony and give knowledge

Thailand

Have laughter around and colorful class

Have team work and cooperation for peace

Korean

The joy and love in this globe. 

Even though we have different features, but we are all

happy together.

Fijian

You will never know how much I love you

For I love you very much

PEACE CLASSROOM SONG1

Chorus

In our peace classroom we are so happy

Because there is respect and love

We live together in peace and harmony

Where we share and care and love

Verse 1

Samaya beda dena sathuta labadena (Sri Lanka)

Ekamuthu kama ha danuma labadena

Mee siang hua ro bang le mee si sun (Thailand)

Mee kwam ruam mue kan pua santi pap

Verse 2

Onjigu Modu Saranggwa Gippem (Korean)

Moseupeun Dalado Urin Hangbokhae

Sega ni kila rawa, noqu domoni iko (Fiji)

Ia au lomani iko talega
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■ Introduction

Native costumes can be found throughout the world.

These costumes can depict a country’s environment,

that is, beautiful floral patterns found in South East

Asian sarongs; local materials, such as, Thai silk; local

technology shown in the weaving of cloth with a back

strap loom; and social conditions, such as the wearing

of red for Chinese weddings or wearing black clothes

for funerals.

In today’s world, globalization and modern technology

have increasingly affected traditional styles of

individual countries.  Hopefully by encouraging

educators and students to include traditional

costumes and textiles as a form of study, the younger

generation will be able to preserve a valuable part of

history and culture.

■ Goal

To increase understanding of cultural diversity

through costumes. 

■ Materials and equipment 

Traditional costumes, pictures or dolls.  

Country name cards.

Audio and videoslide show about Thai costumes.

cellophane tape

■ Activities 

A) Warming Up (10 minutes).

Place the pictures of cartoons or dolls in traditional

costume on the board.

Distribute country name cards to class.

Have each one match the country name card to the

picture on the board.  

Random questions to the class for their reason of

matching. 

Stress the differences and identity of each country

costume.

B) Presentation (40 minutes).

Slide shows about Thai costume.

Present to class everyday Thai dress and cloth: Pha

Khaw Maa. 

C) Practicing (40 minutes).

Each country group brainstorms the impact from

international trends and modern lifestyles of

capitalism, how to preserve ancient culture and

traditions (15 minutes)

Have each country group present to class their own

traditional  costume

Activity led by Ms. Sawat Chantalay

■ Reading Material 
Costumes. Songsak Prangwatthanakun and Patricia Naenna,

Lanna Textiles: Yuan Lue Lao. Amarin Printing Group Co. Ltd.

Bangkok. Thailand , pp. 51-59.

▲Participants from sri Lanka presenting their costumes. 
▲Participants from Thailand presenting their costume. 



●●● “Lucky Bowl”

Sitting in a circle, each student

chose a word card from a bowl

and explained the word using

body language. The words chosen

were “school, friend, sports,

leisure, fear, and anger, etc.” One

student would explain his/her

word and the others guessed what

word he/she wanted to describe. 

Their explanations reflected

their own lifestyles and ideas. One

student explained “weekend” as

working for his parents to help

manage their restaurant, and another explained “leisure” as studying. Surprisingly, one student

explained “school” as hating and isolating friends and the other one explained “friend” as hating

and wringing his neck. It reflected school violence and how the culture of violence permeated

their consciousness. 
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▲During the “Lucky Bowl” activity.

■ Introduction

This game intends to provide an opportunity for

students with different cultural backgrounds to get to

know and understand each other better. Based on this

process they are expected to deal with each other in a

constructive way. 

■ Goals

Understand the others’ and one’s own life and

cultural background better.

Use simple terms and body language to start

communication.   

Get to know each other better.

Realize differences between different cultures.

■ Materials 

prepared cards with terms in different languages

(Thai, Fiji, Sinhala, Tamil, Korean)

bowl

■ Activities - 45 minutes

1. Students are seated in a circle. The Lucky Bowl is in

the middle containing the prepared cards. Each▲Explaining the terms they’ve chosen from the Lucky Bowl.



●●● ”Intercultural Arithmetic”

Students were very much challenged and

excited with the different ways of

problem-solving from what they are used

to doing in classrooms. If they were

successful in “intercultural arithmetic”,

they had to carefully apply new rules of

problem solving to the questions. 

This lesson gave the students a

special chance to undergo experience

that becomes possible through

interaction with other cultures. Like the

symbols of arithmetic, the conventional rules we gave them allowed the students to discover that

different countries have different norms and ways of life. 
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student takes one card from the Lucky Bowl and

contemplates how to interpret the term on the card

using only body language. 

2. One after the other present the term in their card.

All persons and materials in the room can be

incorporated. The others are expected to find out

the term without asking questions.

3. Every student is expected to explain his/her

connection to the respective term (using mother

tongue to be translated by teachers into English). The

other students are encouraged to ask questions.  

4. Finally the whole peace class discusses the

following questions with the assistance of the

resource person and the teachers:

Were the terms correctly recognized? Which ones

were easy and which ones were difficult to be

recognized?

To what extent were the terms expressed

personally?

What did the students learn from each other

during this game?

Did students from different countries/cultural

backgrounds explain the terms differently or

similarly?

■ Helpful Tips

Students realize that that it is important to develop

sensitivity for differences of cultures. To deal with

alien/foreign cultures requires dealing with one’s own

culture by acquiring knowledge and developing habits

and attitudes.

Activity led by Dr. Gerhard Huck

Adapted from: 

Rademacher, H.; Wilhelm, M.: Interkulturelle Spiele fuer die

Klassen 5 bis 10 (Intercultural Games for Grades 5 to 10).

Cornelsen, 2005
▲The students eagerly solving the intercultural arithmetic
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■ Introduction

This game intends to provide an opportunity for

students with different cultural backgrounds to get

used to different rules and habits of foreign countries.

They experience new reactions to their own. 

■ Goals

Understand the importance of rules and habits of

different communities.

Experience new reactions if known rules do not

apply any more in a different community. 

Learn about intercultural coding.

■ Materials 

work sheets with guidelines and tasks

pens

■ Activities - 30 minutes

1. Every student receives the work sheet (if possible in

his mother tongue) and is asked to solve the tasks as

quickly as possible following the changed rules and

the given guidelines. 

2. Students solve the problems and indicate when

finished.

3. Solutions are compared and discussed based on the

following questions:

Who tried to solve the problems immediately

without properly reading the guidelines? Why?

Was it difficult to solve the problems applying new

rules? What did you feel?

What does this new experience mean if transferred

to other experiences in a foreign or alien

community?

How does this experience relate to intercultural

learning and to different rules and codes in foreign

or alien communities?

■ Helpful Tips 

Participants will realize that different communities

use different rules and symbols. It needs empathy to

understand other people with different cultural

backgrounds.

Activity led by Dr. Gerhard Huck

Adapted from: www.xenos-nuernberg.de (Simon, G., Global

Competencies: 50 training activities for succeeding in

international business 2000 (HRD Press). Myers and Lambert,

eds.

▲Shifan of Sri Lanka concentrating on solving arithmetic problems



Intercultural Arithmetic

At a glance the tasks look very simple and you should

solve them very easily. But you are abroad and

symbols for multiplication, addition, subtraction and

division are different and follow a different logic:

- is the symbol for multiplication

: is the symbol for addition

+ is the symbol for division

x is the symbol for subtraction

Guidelines

Solve the problems below by applying the rules

given above

Do not change any symbols on your sheet

Write down solutions

Indicate to the resource person that you have solved

all tasks

Hurry up, you are being timed.

Tasks:

For use in the Peace Class Programme this work

sheet has to be translated into the mother tongue of

the participants.

8 - 2  = 8 + 4  = 12 - 2 =

12 + 4  = 12 x 2  = 6 - 6 =

4 x 3  = 20 + 10 = 8 - 5 =

6 : 2   = 9 + 1 = 6 : 6 =

9 + 3  = 5 - 6 = 17 x 2 =

7 x 4  = 2 x 1 = 14 - 7 =

4 - 2  = 10 + 5 = 8 x 2 =



5. Day 3:Living Together in the Peace Classroom

●●● Peace Education with Art (III)

●●● Cultural Understanding with Food: 
Korean, Fiji, Thai, Sri Lankan Foods

●●● Treasure Hunt

●●● Build a Peace Classroom

5. Day 3:Living Together in the Peace Classroom

●●● Peace Education with Art (III)

●●● Cultural Understanding with Food: 
Korean, Fiji, Thai, Sri Lankan Foods

●●● Treasure Hunt

●●● Build a Peace Classroom

Ms. Eunhea Choi , 13 years old, Sang-pae Elementary School, Republic of Korea
“In my life I have not had many chances to think about Peace, but here I came to understand how important Peace
and living in harmony are for my life and also for the world”  



●●● Peace Education with Art

Following the second session of “Peace Education with Art”, students formed groups of three and

expressed their thoughts on “PEACE”. Reflecting on the mind-map done during the second

session of “Peace Education with Art,” they discussed the plan and, using various materials,

constructed their own handicrafts.

Team (A) of Komkrich Issarachinda, Nilushi Karunamuni and Eunhea Choi
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◀With wire and clay, Nilushi Karunamuni of Sri Lanka expresses
peace as flowers while Eunhae Choi of Korea builds a jail with
wooden sticks to express an unpeaceful situation.

▲Komkrich Issarachinda of Thailand coloring different interpretations
of peace.

◀The finished product.



Team (B) of Semi Tokoigau, Phattranit Thongkham, and Heuiyeon Kim Team (C) of Jinsun Choi, Shifan Abdul Latheef, and Hyerim Jeong
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▲The students, busy creating their own interpretations of peace.
▶Red zone stands for ongoing conflict and green zone signifies

reforms after the conflict; red building still stands in the green
zone. Students are all wishing that the zone will be green in the
near future. A dove flying both zones is consistently delivering
peace.

▲Shifan Abdul Latheef of Sri Lanka decorating a
picture and writing a message.

◀Team C expressed peace in a collage emphasizing
peace for people and animals.

◀Jinsun of Korea cutting an icon depicting peace, and Heylim of Korea painting an image. 



●●● Cultural Understanding through Food

This lesson was designed to promote

intercultural understanding with food. Usually

the ingredients of dishes and ways of storing

food are a good indicator of the natural

resources and climate of each country. How

food is eaten also reflects the way of life and

culture of the people. It often reveals the

history of a country and its major industries.

Someone said that if we become adjusted to

eating another country's foods, we can be like

citizens of that country. For this reason,

understanding food could be a bridge to

intercultural understanding. 

In this lesson, student and teacher

participants participated in preparing four

dishes: Ika Vakalolo (fish in coconut milk) from

Fiji, Tom Kha Kai (hot and sour soup with

coconut milk) from Thailand, Chicken Curry from Sri Lanka, and Kim Bap from Korea.

The students and teachers helped each other prepare their own native dishes. Everybody

watched and experienced the different ways and styles of cooking. Afterwards, they shared each

others' dishes and had a sumptuous lunch. This activity allowed the participants to gain deeper

understanding of one's own culture and at the same time practiced the spirit of sharing and giving.
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▲Student participants listen to
instruction for making “Kim-bap.”
◀Korean students help Nilushi
Karunamuni of Sri Lanka to roll
Kim-bap.

◀Shifan Abdul Latheef trying to cut the “Kim-bap” roll.
▶Dr. Priscilla Puamau of Fiji explains how to cook “Ika Vakalolo.”

In order to help reader’s understanding, the activity of
Korean food on Day 1 is combined here.



●●● Treasure Hunt

This programme was designed to get some

physical activity and to experience seeing the

world in different perspectives. Usually, in a

treasure hunt game, what kids want to find

and keep is hidden, then the kids would

search for it. However in the Peace

Classroom, students should look for the

treasures in order to share them with all the

participants. 

Instructions were given to three groups

of three students each. At first, their hands

were tied with string, and then each group

found three clues that could help them find

the treasure. There were two rules: 1) find

out the person who would give a team a

mission; and 2) they must complete their

mission to get the clue to find a treasure.
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◀After listening to Dr. Puamau’s recipe,
Heuiyeon Kim prepares “Ika Vakalolo”

▶Korean students prepare Tom Kha Kai
with instruction from Ms. Sawat Chantalay
of Thailand.

◀Ms. Anuruddhika of Sri
Lanka explains how to cook
Chicken Curry.

▶Participants all together
share the dishes they have
cooked for lunch.

▲Students’ hands tied up with string. 
▼Students carrying out a mission.



How could they find out who’s that person?

Each team chose one color among three

different colors (yellow, blue, and red). When

they found the teacher who wears one big

colored sticker on his or her chest, the

teacher would give them a clue. The first

person would tell them where the second

person is, and the second person would tell

them where the third person is and a third

person would tell them where the treasure is

located.

They need to have good team spirit.

They cannot complete their mission unless

they act and think together. 
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▲Searching for treasure. 
▶After performing a mission, a person who has the blue sticker on the

chest gives a clue for finding the treasure.
Students asking for a clue: “Where do we find the treasure?”

◀Finally, every team found the treasure and opened the treasure box. Inside the box, aside from the treasure, they found a colored card with “Justice”, “Power”,
and “Love” written on it.

▶Treasure with power in the blue box was given to the person who needed the power; treasure with justice in the yellow box went to the person who needed
justice; and treasure with love in the red box to the person who needed the love.
Students share: They distribute the colored cards among each other.



●●● Build a Peace Classroom

The students were asked to make their own

peace classroom in preparation for their

presentation on the next day. They were

given the freedom to create and decorate

their own peace classroom according to their

ideas and thoughts about what peace is.

Each team was composed of three

students who each gave their own ideas and

opinions. The teams showcased different

understandings and perspectives. One team

arranged the peaceful space like a home

which includes a living room and a bedroom.

In another case, one team made a room that

looked like a cultural museum. Interestingly,

in exchanging their ideas about decorating

the place, the students cannot avoid

quarrelling among each other and even

within their groups due to limited materials.

Persuasion and compromising with each

other continued until late at night. Then

finally, the inner peace classrooms were

ready for presentation on the next day’s

session.
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▲The team of Semi Tikoigau (Fiji), Heuiyeon Kim (Korea) and Phattranit
Thongkham (Thailand) made a peace space as a cultural museum. 

▶The team of Nilushi Karunamuni (Sri Lanka), Komkrich Issarachinda
(Thailand), and Eunhea Choi (Korea) made their peaceful space as a living
room with music.

▲▼The team of Shifan Abdul Latheef (Sri Lanka), Jinsun Choi and Hyerim
Jeong (both from Korea) made their peaceful space as home.



Mr. Komkrich Isarachinda, 14 years old, Dara Academy, Thailand
“I was very happy to find things in common with friends here in the Peace Classroom. I loved and enjoyed very
much making Peace with friends.”



6. Day4:Sharing Hope in the Peace Classroom

●●● Presentation Portfolio in the Peace Zone

●●● Sharing and Evaluating



●●● Presentation Portfolio in the Peace Zone 

It was time to present the results of 3 days' activities. Student participants were given an album in

the “Peace Photo” lesson. They collected photos they had taken during the camp and memo

pads on which they had written about their feelings, thoughts, and exchanged ideas with peace

classmates. 

They presented their portfolio in their

own peace space. They invited teachers,

resource persons, and APCEIU staff to their

peace space and explained about their own

space and the reason behind their design.

Afterwards, they presented the results of the

activities of the camp. 

They made heart-felt presentations on

what transpired during the camp. They

revealed their feelings and thoughts and at

the same time gave honest answers to the

questions they were asked.
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▲Before the presentation, students finalize their own portfolio.

▲Shifan Abdul Latheef (Sri Lanka) explaining his team’s peace space.
▼Heyrim Kim (Korea) explaining her photos, feelings and ideas.



◀Eunhae Choi (Korea) and Nilushi Karunamuni (Sri Lanka) invited us to their wining peace space and explained it.
▶“We are together. Don’t forget us”, ARM, Nilushi and Eunhae.

▲Nilushi Karunamuni presenting her portfolio during the peace
classroom. 

▲Semi Tikoigau (Fiji) presenting his team’s caricature about
“Peaceful World.”

▲Semi Tikoigau (Fiji), Heuiyeon Kim (Korea), and Phattranit Thongkham (Thailand) present their portfolios.
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During the sharing session, students

shared what they learnt, what they felt, and

their most memorable experience. They said

in one voice that: 1) they never had a chance

to think over “PEACE” before coming to the

Peace Classroom; 2) Peace is not an issue of

“others”, it is an inevitable element of “our”

own everyday life at school and at home; 3)

Peace is important not only to the people but

to animals and nature; 4) they experienced

the importance of peace education through the conflict that happened between friends in this

Peace Classroom, 5) they found understanding of other cultures through food, costumes and the

lesson of “Life Line” very interesting. It was very helpful for them to get along with friends from

different countries, and 6) at first they felt that different languages were an obstacle for

understanding each other, but after three days at camp, they began to understand what others

want to communicate without  the language barrier.

All of the participants expressed their hope for continuation of the programme and

expressed their desire to join again as alumni in the near future.
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●●● Sharing and Evaluating

Time flies so fast like an arrow. Everybody

faced the wrap up time. The Peace Song they

made during the session filled the air of the

entire peace classroom. All the participants sat

in a circle while Director Kang Dai-Geun

presided over the sharing session. Director

Kang extended his appreciation to everybody

who successfully finished the camp without

getting sick throughout the tough programme,

long journey and different environment in a

foreign country. He emphasized that the day

was the finishing point but at the same time

just the starting point of the peace classroom

for APCEIU’s future plans.    
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▲Director Kang Dai-Geun giving appreciation remarks during the sharing
session. 

▼Singing the Peace Song accompanied by an electric organ before the
sharing session.

▲During the sharing session



Ms. Hyerim Jeong, , 13 years old, Seoul Dang-San Elementary School, Republic of Korea
“This semester, I took several classes related to Peace with Vietnam and Myanmar cases in my classroom.
However here in the peace classroom I learnt peace vividly and lively with my body in daily life. I love very much the
friends whom I met here.”



7. Reflections

In order to keep track of significant insights that happened during each activity, an assessment

by the resource persons and teachers was made at the end of the day. Meetings and debriefing

sessions with resource persons, teachers and staff were conducted everyday.  An evaluation

sheet was also provided which contains an appraisal of the teaching modules, students’

reactions, problems encountered and suggestions on how to further improve the programme.

The evaluation feedback provided APCEIU with a tangible record of how well expectations and

goals have been met and more importantly, endowed the Centre the needed guidelines to

further enhance and develop the Peace Classroom programme. 

Generally, the students’ level of interest for all the activities was high and they were able to

sustain it until the last day of the programme. The active participation and enthusiastic

involvement of the students in all the activities contributed much to the success of the
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programme. Specifically, the students enjoyed the “treasure hunt” and the cooking session. These

activities made them realize the importance of team spirit and cooperation and at the same time

understand each other’s culture.

There had been lots of discussion on each of the teaching modules particularly at the

debriefing sessions. The common consensus on how to further improve the pedagogical practice

gives vital importance to clear and comprehensive lessons which include giving understandable

instructions, logical guidelines and valid questions. 

●●● Key Lessons and Challenges

The programme, based on the resource persons and teachers’ comments, was too long and tight.

Due to many activities conducted for the whole day, the day ended very late. This practice was

not good for students, teachers, and even the staff. They recognized the importance of free time

to be given so participants can interact outside the classroom setting. Essentially, the students

should be given an opportunity to take part in some sports or physical activity and to reflect on

what is the essence of each activity. In the same token, the teachers also wanted to socialize with

each other and spend more time getting to know their counterparts and resource persons. One

resource person suggested that the day should start at 9am and then finish no later than 5pm.

The number of activities can be reduced without compromising the objectives of the programme.

Time management should be strictly implemented in order to have equal time for each activity.     

The criteria for student selection were also discussed and evaluated. One resource person,

Dr. Puamau, made considerable recommendations in selecting student participants in future

classroom workshops. She commented that the criteria for student selection needs to be made

explicit to invited countries and should include the following: gender balance—girls and boys

should be of equal number; country balance, consistency in the number of participants from

each country; age, age range of 16-18; and language preference—proficiency in English.     

The language barrier was cited as the most common hindrance in the activities. The

students’ differences in English language competency posed a major challenge for the activities.

More activities that require a higher level of thinking and cognitive challenge can be

implemented if the students and teachers both have good command of English. Thus equipped,

students can express themselves freely without any difficulty. The methodology of the workshop

can also be shifted from non-verbal to a good balance between verbal and non-verbal if

language difficulty is eliminated.

Based on the observations of Dr. Puamau, the biggest challenge for APCEIU is two-fold:

first, to improve on the teaching model and content for future workshops; and second, to reflect

on the application of such a peace classroom model in the Asia-Pacific region. How the peace

classroom model can be transferred to the individual contexts of the participating countries and
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how applicable it is in the Asia-Pacific region needs to be reflected upon. The applicability of the

teaching modules in other countries will also depend on the availability of financial resources.   
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Mr. Shifan Abdul Latheef, 15 years old, Zahira Muslim Maha Vidyalaya, Sri Lanka
“We need peace not only for the people but also for the animals.”
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Ms. Jinsun Choi, 13 years old, in Seoul Dang-San Elementary School, Republic of Korea
“At first I just expected to meet foreign students. It made me excited. But after four days, I have learned to think
about what is real peace.”

Annex

●●● Programme Schedule

●●● Participants’ List
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Programme Schedule
2-5 August 2005, Icheon, Korea

Monday. August 1

Time Contents Facilitator Place

11:00 - 18:00 Arrival

19:00 - 21:00 Welcoming Dinner in the Garden 

Day 1. Tuesday. August 2

08:00 - 09:00 Breakfast (Restaurant)

09:00 - 10:00 Teacher/Resource person Meeting

10:00 - 10:20 Peace Photo Yong-sock Chang

10:20 - 11:00 Send me myself a Post Card  Yong-sock Chang

11:00 - 11:20 Break

11:20 - 12:00 “Who I am” Yong-sock Chang

07:00 - 09:00 Breakfast

08:30 - 09:00 Teacher/Resource person Meeting

09:00 - 11:00 “Peace Education with Art (II)” Ji-young Kim

11:00 - 14:00
Cultural Understanding with Food  
Cooking and Sharing for Luncheon : Korean Food

Korean Students

12:00 - 14:00 Lunch 

14:00 - 15:00 “What Do We Have in Common” Gerhard Huck

15:00-16:00 “Life Line” Gerhard Huck

16:00 - 16:30 Break 

16:30 - 18:00 “Peace Education with Art (I)” Ji-young Kim

18:00 - 19:00 Dinner

19:00 - 21:00
Cultural Understanding workshop 
“Playing Musical Instrument(percussion)”
- Listen to the common Beat -

21:00 Daily Journal (documentation) - All participants

Day 2. Wednesday. August 3
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14:00 - 15:30
Learning Peace with a Song  
·Make the “Peace Classroom Song”

Priscilla Puamau

15:30 - 16:30 Cultural Understanding with Costumes 
Yong-seok Chang
Sawat Chantalay

16:30 - 16:45 Break Time 

16:45 - 17:30 “Lucky Bowl” Gerhard Huck

17:30 - 18:00 Intercultural Arithmetic Gerhard Huck

18:00 - 19:00 Dinner

19:00 - 21:00 Free Time

21:00 Daily Journal (documentation) 

14:00 - 16:00 Treasure Hunt   APCEIU

16:00 -16:30 Break Time 

16:30 - 18:00 Each Group makes a Peace space APCEIU

18:00 - 19:00 Dinner

19:00 - 22:00 Prepare for Group Portfolio in the Peace space

08:00 - 09:00 Breakfast

08:30 - 09:00 Teacher/Resource person Meeting

09:00 - 11:00 Peace Education with Art (III) Ji-young Kim

11:00 - 14:00
Cultural Understanding with Food  : Cooking and
Sharing for Luncheon : Fijian, Sri Lanka, Thai food

Priscilla Puamau  
Sawat Chantalay  
Annuruddhika Wanniarachchi

Day 3. Thursday. August 4

Day 4. Friday. August 5

07:00 - 09:00 Breakfast

09:00 - 11:00 Portfolio Display/Presentation

11:00 - 12:20 Closing (Sharing and Evaluating)

12:20 - 12:30 Closing Remarks - Kang Dai-Geun. Director of APCEIU

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 15:00 Move to Seoul

15:00 - 18:00 Excursion



Mr. Semi Tikoigau

semitikoigau@yahoo.com

165 Sukanaivalu, Rd. Nabua.

P.O. box 3044, Lami, Suva

Fiji

Mr. Shifan Abdul Latheef

A.L.M Shifan, E-260, Godaga

Mawatha, Anurdhpura

Sri Lanka

2. Teacher Participants

Ms. Annuruddhika Wanniarachchi

573/1 A, Nedungamuwa

Sri Lanka

Ms. Sawat Chantalay

pangfancamp@yahoo.com

16/2 Lane 4 Moon Muang Rd.

Chiang Mai 502020,

Thailand 

Mr. Usaia Vakataga

u_vakataga@yahoo.com

P.O. box 10646, Lancala Beach

Fiji

Mr. Yong-sock Chang

lyonchang@hanmail.net

796-4, Ha-paeri, Yeum-hyen mweon

Yang-Ju, Gyeonggi-do

Republic of Korea

3. Resource Persons

Dr. Gerhard Huck

gerhard.huck@gtz.de

Ministry of Education

BATARAMULLA, Colombo

Sri Lanka

Ms. Ji-young Kim

Princess8033@hanmail.net

# 708-201, 111, Hwarang Town

Gongreung 2-dong, Nowon-gu, Seoul

Republic of Korea
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1. Student Participants

Ms. Eunhea Choi

lily868@hanmail.net

649, 8-3, Sangpae-dong,

Dongduchun, Gyeonggi-do

Republic of Korea

Ms. Heuiyeon Kim

Gmldus868@hanmail.net

645, 8/3, Sangpae-dong,

Dongduchun, Gyeonggi-do

Republic of Korea

Ms. Hyerim Jeong

Sky2jeong@hanmail.net 

86, Deokyang-myeon 6-ga, Yangpyeong-dong

Youngdeungpo-gu, Seoul

Republic of Korea

Ms. Jinsun Choi

fjkaqm@hanmail.net

89-7, Deokyang-myeon 6-ga, Yangpyeong-dong

Youngdeungpo-gu, Seoul

Republic of Korea

Mr. Komkrich Isarachinda

arm_n2x@hotmail.com

7/2 Mock Tambon Sumrauray

Amphoi Doisaket, Chiang Mai, 50200

Thailand

Ms. Nilushi Karunamuni

Nilushi Karunamuni, near the temple

Alpitiya, godakawela

Sri Lanka

Ms. Phattranit Thongkham

homeboy_now34@hotmail.com

117 Kaewnawarat Tamban Wat Ket,

Amphoi Muang, Chiang Mai, 50000

Thailand
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Participants’ List
(Listed in alphabetic order by first name) 



Dr. Priscilla Qolisaya Puamau

puamau_p@usp.ac.fj

PRIDE Project

University of the South Pacific

Suva

Fiji 

4. APCEIU

Mr. Dai-Geun Kang

Director

dgkang@unescoapceiu.org

Dr. Seung-Mi Lee

Chief 

Research & Development Team

smlee@unescoapceiu.org

Ms. Ji-Hyang Lee

Programme Specialist 

Research & Development Team

jhlee@unescoapceiu.org

Ms. Ju-Yeon Park

Intern

Judy0509@naver.com

Ms. Mari Yamakawa

Intern

maricheri@hotmail.com
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